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M./Megan Milks

The Strands

Tegan’s pillow was growing hair. Not the pillow she slept on, but its twin, the one she faced at 
night. She woke with her fingers wound tight through the tangle. 

Tegan extricated her hand and sat up. She was alone in the bed as she had been for 
months—except for Jack at the foot and this nest at the head. It was a strangeness. In a loose 
spiral, it rose from the pillowcase. Not straight up—it twisted towards Tegan. It sought. 

Plegh. A strand had squirmed past her lips. She extracted it. Long and dark and jangling. 
Familiar. Whose hair was this? It certainly wasn’t Tegan’s—short and straight and wispy. Stop 
pretending. Tegan knew. Of course, Tegan knew. It was Sarah’s. 

Nearly a year after their breakup, Sarah was still shedding. Still sprawling. Still there. 
Tegan glared upwards, at no one. Are you casting spells on me? she demanded of the 

ceiling. She waited for an answer. None came. 

There are layers to any strand. The outermost layer is 
constructed of dead cells. The next layer is made up of 
keratin (dead), which determines the strand’s strength, 
elasticity, color, and shape. Inside that is the medulla 
(also dead), which is packed loosely, sloppily, disorga-
nized. Only the thickest hairs have it.

Sarah’s hair was thick. Voluminous. Unruly. It collected in corners, loose balls that gathered 
dust. Tegan had grown accustomed to finding it clinging to the feet of her socks, threaded into 
the knit of her sweaters. Strands floated out from the back of Sarah’s chair. They wrapped 
around drains, catching grime. Once Tegan suggested Sarah cut it. Sarah laughed. 

After she left, Tegan swept up the hair of ten heads. She would have liked to call it all 
Sarah’s but Tegan had hair too. And there was Jack, the cat. Very hairy.

  Ha, ha. 
   Ha—

Tegan had met Sarah last summer, outside a bar where Tegan was playing volleyball on a   
women’s rec league, her contributions restrained and halfhearted. Stuck in a too-tight, too-
sweaty binder, she couldn’t commit to the ball or her team or the whole sporty scene. New to 
this town, she knew she ought to meet people, but none of this—the flipflops, the mosquitoes, 
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the pale, spitty beer—was very Tegan. Tegan would have rather been indoors alone, watching 
the new Mildred Pierce.

Sarah was at the bar with a friend, unaware of volleyball until four brawny women in tank 
tops filed in for the bathroom tracking sand. Sarah and friend went out to join the sidelines for 
the novelty and the ogling. Sarah’s friend Jen was friends with Tegan’s friend Jenn. Tegan and 
Sarah looked each other up and down, pretending not to be looking. I’m Tegan, Tegan said. 
I’m Sarah. With an H. 

Like popular musical duo Tegan and Sara Quin, this Tegan and this Sarah were lesbians. 
They knew this because they were both at women’s volleyball though neither of them felt it 
was very them and because, like Tegan and Sara, Tegan and Sarah had good haircuts. Unlike 
celebrity Sara’s haircut, Sarah’s haircut was, above the undercut, full and free and wild, bursting 
from its topknot. Unlike celebrity Tegan’s haircut, Tegan’s haircut was clipped on the sides and 
fuller on top, a definitively butch style.

Unlike celebrity Sara, Sarah was definitively femme, which Tegan knew because across 
the chest of her pale pink tee sprawled the words ‘lazy femme.’ Unlike celebrity Tegan, Tegan 
appeared definitively butch, though Tegan fretted over the fit. Am I butch? she asked pointedly 
whenever she was called that. No one knew the right answer.

Unlike celebrity Tegan and unlike Sarah, Tegan maybe was trans, though she had been 
trying hard not to be, didn’t want to be, yet. Tegan wanted to stay Tegan. But who was Tegan? 
That was the problem. In this new scene she was blurry around the edges, unknown and so far 
unknowable. 

When she met Sarah, she felt more solidly herself than she had felt in years. Do you know 
about the subgenre of Tegan and Sara fan fiction called quincest? Tegan asked. Sarah raised a 
provocative eyebrow and leaned forward. Does it involve Tegan and Sarah…fucking? The way 
she said Sarah made it clear who she meant, and the way she said fucking, what. 

And they became, like Tegan and Sara, twins. 
Sarah like Sara was sweeter-looking and prettier than Tegan. Tegan like Tegan had the 

better tattoos. 

It is important to understand the hair growth cycle in order to 
recognize and understand many of the problems you can encoun-
ter with your hair. Hair growth is a complex and cyclically con-
trolled process with three basic stages. The first stage is the active 
growth stage (anagen), which may last for two to seven years. In 
this stage the hair follicle grows deeper within the scalp, until a 
bulb forms at the bottom. The bulb becomes attached to a web of 
connective structures that support the growth of the hair shaft.

Tegan adopted a power stance and aimed her power at the pillow. She leaned forward and 
grabbed the hair nest. I’m not afraid of you, she muttered. The nest stayed stuck. It wasn’t 
loose, Tegan realized, but lodged inside the pillow’s fibers, rooted by some hardy hair heart. 
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Tegan sighed. With Sarah things always stayed stuck. 
Poor Tegan. This relationship had never been good for her. Them. Good for them. Tegan 

was still getting used to their new pronouns, had to rewrite them in their head. 
Tegan carried the pillow outside, sagging between their arms. Into the trash bin it went. 

They considered burning the pillow but didn’t want to give Sarah that drama. No fire for Sarah. 
The garbage would have to be enough. Tegan let the lid clang down and went back inside to 
wash their hands. 

In the bathroom mirror Tegan searched for changes the way they searched every day. 
The sharp new hair pushing out from their upper lip was strange and exciting. Tegan traced 
it anxiously, trying to find its boundaries. No sideburns yet, but their fade had faded; their 
forelock had drooped. Tegan needed a haircut.

First used only in reference to plants (since the word weaxan—
“wax”—is used for animals) grow spreads out to mean numerous 
things: “of a plant to manifest vigorous life”; “of living bodies: to 
increase gradually in size by natural development….”; “to increase 
gradually in magnitude, quantity, or degree”; and “of the sea: to 
swell.” Which is to say, growth is a matter of extension, vigor, and 
volume as well as verticality.1  

While on the phone to make a haircut appointment, Tegan realized what day it was. Twins 
Day. National Twins Day. Marked in bright black in their slim weekly planner.

Tegan and Sarah had longstanding plans to attend this year’s Twins Day Festival. It had 
been Tegan’s idea, a joke, really, that Sarah took seriously, made serious, made hers. Tegan 
smiled along unconvinced, having already done the research, knowing the events were for real 
twins, not make-believe lesbian twinsies like Sarah and Tegan. You have to show your birth 
certificates, Tegan had cautioned. We can be creative, said Sarah. Maybe we should respect the 
twins community, Tegan suggested. Sarah sighed, exasperated. Maybe you should support us 
in following our dream.

Sarah had a way of taking things over. Take the twins thing in the first place. Fetishizing 
twins as a conceptual metaphor for co-dependent lesbian relationships used to be Tegan’s 
thing, but then Sarah showed up and it became Sarah’s thing more. Okay, so maybe Tegan 
couldn’t really own the twins thing, a cultural phenomenon observed by many, and fine, Sarah 
had made similar observations. But Tegan had these ideas earlier and more prominently: Tegan 
should have won. 

A more concrete example: Tegan’s favorite hooded sweatshirt, soft and grey, worn in, 
cozy. Sarah had taken to wearing it around the apartment, ripped a V into the collar, an 
improvement to be honest but Tegan was still annoyed: Tegan’s favorite sweatshirt was now 
Sarah’s favorite sweatshirt more. 

Or, final example: Tegan’s curiosity about animal-tail butt plugs. While shopping online 

1 Kathryn Bond Stockton, The Queer Child 11
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for sex toys together, Tegan had shown Sarah the many many animal-tail butt plug options 
available and Sarah had seized on the idea, selected two affordable fox tails and purchased them 
there and then. Sarah, who liked to believe that she was adventurous and Tegan was not and 
that she was teaching Tegan how to be more so, gave Tegan her most pleased-with-herself smile 
and waited for Tegan to thank her for encouraging Tegan to explore Tegan’s wildest animal 
butt-plug fantasies. Sarah liked to believe Tegan would never dream of doing so alone when in 
fact Tegan had explored a variety of butt plugs and would continue to do so with or without 
Sarah. 

Now that Sarah is gone, Tegan can be open about this. Tegan wants you to know.
The truth is Tegan had always been their own twin, fluid and bendable, fickle and flimsy 

of heart. Deep down they knew this made them incapable of twinning but they desperately 
wanted to fit in. How fortuitous that Sarah had come along and made Tegan hers: took Tegan 
over. Tegan, always so confused about everything, especially themselves, was—at least for a 
time—solid, stable, fixed, defined with and against Sarah.

Theirs had been a binary relationship. With Sarah the dominant twin, Tegan was restricted 
to two poles: precisely the same or the opposite of Sarah. Like Sarah, Tegan had bad body 
issues. Like Sarah, Tegan had buttloads to say about the literature of abjection. Like Sarah, 
Tegan despised men and loved Tegan and Sara, though Tegan was pretty sure Tegan loved them 
first, and better. Though Tegan and Sarah as complex entities exceeded these qualities, these 
were the qualities that became heightened in the twinning.

As for their oppositions: Sarah, femme; Tegan, butch. Sarah, bottomy; Tegan, toppy. 
Sarah, messy; Tegan, clean. Tegan, who, embarrassingly, had never been strongly any of these 
things, was finally firmly defined.

Well, now they were missing Twins Day. 
  
  Ha.

Growth may be hard. But it doesn’t have to be complicated. 
Step one: Know that every part of growing requires 

transparency. This means being vulnerable and honest and 
accepting your story. The more you accept your story, the more 
transparent you will be. The more transparent you are, the richer 
your growth.2

 
The first time Tegan and Sarah kissed, they balanced awkwardly on the edge of Tegan’s bed. I 
like your hair, Tegan said. Sarah asked if Tegan wanted to eat it. Tegan declined with a nervous 
snort. Sarah said Oh, and waited. In the silence Tegan realized they had gone off script. They 
were supposed to be twins, in sync, with twin sense. Tegan changed their response to yes and 
pushed their mouth onto Sarah’s scalp obligingly, gently gnashing until enough time had 
passed. 

2 Adapted from John Kim, “How to Grow as a Person (No Matter What You’re Going Through),” https://www.mind-
bodygreen.com/0-20798/how-to-grow-as-a-person-no-matter-what-youre-going-through.html.
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Step Two. Create a stance for yourself, and firmly plant your feet 
there. This means that you must have boundaries. You must iden-
tify the things you will not allow into your life because you know 
they will stunt your growth.3

  
When Tegan got home from therapy, the hair was back, now rooted to the mattress, where the 
affected pillow had been. The strands grew upward, stretching towards the wall. In the middle 
of the bed sat Jack, head tilted inquisitively, riveted.

Tegan slid their messenger bag off, calm. They would approach this as an opportunity, a 
chance to practice boundary setting. They would make Debbie, their therapist, proud.

Tegan had sought out a therapist a few months before the breakup, after a string of 
recurring bad dreams. In them, Sarah was cast in the role of monstrous femme. Sarah-Giantess 
would be slurping first the front of Little-Tegan’s body, then the back, then lifting them by the 
ankle and dropping them in her mouth. Tegan would wake up in Sarah’s stomach acids. Then 
Tegan would wake up for real. 

Tegan knew that these dreams, which could have been but were not erotic, reflected 
irrational feelings, so Tegan had gone to therapy about it. Therapist Debbie listened to Tegan’s 
nightmares and asked probing follow-up questions. Then Debbie introduced Tegan to the 
pillow exercise, which involved Debbie hugging a pillow to her chest and entering Tegan’s 
space. Tegan was instructed to imagine Debbie as Sarah.

No! Tegan shouted and shoved the pillow back roughly. Debbie lost balance and fell back 
into her chair. Oh gosh. Tegan was sorry. Strong feelings. Good. Debbie regained her balance. 
How about Would you please give me some space? she coached. Tegan parroted the line and 
lightly moved Debbie back a step. 

There, Debbie said. Sure. Thank you for saying something. I didn’t realize I was crowding 
you.

Now here was Sarah, crowding Tegan. Again. Though Tegan had pushed the affected pillow 
gently, gently away—or plopped it straight into the Dumpster—the hair was violating Tegan’s 
boundaries. It was erupting from the mattress, thrusting through the sheets and creeping up 
the wall.  

Tegan tried again. No, Tegan told the hair. I am telling you No.
The hair rustled slightly but did not retreat.
Tegan reverted to their usual cramp-shouldered pose. Fine, they said. Ignore my feelings. 

They grabbed their laptop and charger. Do what you want. They stuffed some shirts, shoes, and 
pants into a duffel bag. Socks, binder, underpants. Why do I bother. Zipped it.

Tegan held the door open for Jack then pressed it quietly shut. Tegan would go on with 
their life, without Sarah, without all that hair.

Hair fiber is as strong as copper wire of the same diame-
ter. It has a tensile strength of around 1.6 x10-9 N / m2. 

3 Ibid.
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Braiding creates a composite rope that is thicker and 
stronger than the non-interlaced strands. Braided ropes 
are preferred by arborists, rock climbers, and in sport 
sailing because they do not twist under load, as does an 
ordinary twisted-strand rope. A property of the basic 
braid is that removing one strand unlinks the other two, 
as they are not twisted around each other.4

Braiding is subtle. You do not have 
to spell things out for the reader. 
You rely on juxtaposition to do the 
heavy lifting for you.5 

The day Sarah left, Tegan cleaned the entire apartment, scrupulously, happily. They hadn’t 
cleaned in months, resentful at having been forced into the “tidy” role. They shoved Sarah’s 
sprawl into one piece of old luggage, then two. The left-behind sandals and oversized totes. 
Flouncy skirts and—balloon pants? Was that right? Who cared. Bye. They stuck the luggage in 
the hall closet, where they found more of Sarah’s things, so they started a third piece of luggage, 
thought better of it, shoved the quilted coats and floofy scarves, how many scarves, into a gar-
bage bag that now sat slumped against her other belongings. In her previous apartment Sarah 
had hired a cleaning person to come in once a week. Tegan was galled to learn of this. But 
appreciated it too. Sarah’s entitlement to indulgence. Tegan could use more of it.

In the kitchen Tegan fished out the dishes from grimy sinkwater; the asparagus chunks 
from the drain. These remnants of their last cooking adventure: left there to teach Tegan a 
lesson. We have plenty of dishes. We don’t need to constantly be washing them. Tegan wiped coffee 
grounds and dried banana veins from the counters. They cleaned in silence: no Tegan and Sara 
for Tegan, who ought to feel guilty. For dumping Sarah. For making Sarah dump herself. 

Tegan didn’t quite understand what had happened. They had fought about whether to stay 
in or go out, which was a fight about mind-reading and twin sense. Sarah had talked, so Tegan 
had listened. Sarah kept talking and Tegan kept listening until Tegan forgot how to talk. When 
Sarah abruptly stopped talking after demanding that Tegan communicate, an empty speech 
bubble of possibility hovered in the air. Tegan stuttered, looking for language. None came, at 
least not before Sarah filled the pause. Do you want to break up? Sarah asked, a threat. They were 
sitting up in bed, next to each other, not touching. Tegan umm-ed some more. You’re dumping 
me, Sarah exclaimed. I can’t believe you’re dumping me. Tegan made a small sound of protest. 
They weren’t dumping anyone. They were barely there, transparent. Sarah kept talking. No, it’s 
worse. Sarah was reading Tegan’s mind. You’re not dumping me. You’re making me dump myself. 

She left in the morning. They hugged. 
In Tegan’s defense, this silence was uncharacteristic. It wasn’t Tegan. Tegan blamed Sarah. 

4 Wikipedia, “Braid,” modified by Tegan.

5 From Heather Sellers’ The Practice of Creative Writing, Tegan thinks.
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Sarah had made Tegan this way, silent and diminished. The vanishing twin. 
But Tegan couldn’t complain. Sarah was the dumped one. She got to be the more abject. 
Tegan held a trash bag up to the bathroom cabinet and used one arm to sweep Sarah’s left-

behind bottles into it. The bottom of the cabinet was sticky with their leakage. Tegan sprayed 
it down, scrubbed it smooth. The door closed flush for the first time since Sarah had moved 
in. Tegan turned to the bathtub, removed rings of grime, chalky bath bomb residue, spidery 
strands from the walls, the damp nest from the drain; disinfected the whole scene. Then they 
took a shower.

Now that Sarah was gone, Tegan could indulge: in this new clean apartment, this big bed, 
all theirs, theirs, theirs. Tegan stretched out in it, centered. Tegan could be bigger, fuller. Could 
have big feelings. Could expand. 

  Ha, ha—

Tegan went on with their life, ignoring a new email from Sarah and sleeping fitfully on the 
couch. They prepped for their class on Gender and Horror, went to the barber for a fresh cut. 
Came home to find Jack scratching at the bedroom door, mewling inconsolably. 

Stop it, Jack. No.
Jack kept scratching. 
Tegan made coffee. Tegan worked from the kitchen table, diligently ignoring the hair. 

They felt it important to stay busy if only to support the content of their drafts of emails 
unsent. Sorry I’m just writing back now. I have been very busy. In the six months since she had 
left, Sarah had sent a steady stream of emails and text messages. In none of them had she 
mentioned her left-behind stuff, instead presenting the apologies Tegan needed to make. Her 
emails were a litany. If only Tegan would apologize for these wrongs, then Sarah could forgive 
them and—they could get back together. 

Tegan did not want to do that. They had replied just once: I need space, and were proud for 
not apologizing for it. Given the smallness of the city and department they shared, Tegan was 
fortunate they hadn’t run into each other, except once or twice, okay, five times, none of which 
counted because Tegan had pretended not to see Sarah. Tegan had actually fled.

Jack chirped. 
What is it, Jack. 
Then Tegan heard pouncing, paws scraping at the floor. Jack’s smacking mouth sounds. 
In the hallway Tegan found Jack chewing on strands. A few fingers of hair peeked out from 

under the bedroom door. Tegan scooted Jack away, then took a bracing breath and swung the 
door open. Jack streamed inside and stopped still. 

From the mattress the hair had grown a path up the wall, around the closet, diagonal 
down to meet the floor. When Tegan leaned in to examine the trail they saw it was rooted to 
the wall. Where the strands met the surface, the plaster became something like skin.
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Human head hair grows at an average rate of 
up to one half inch per month, or four to six 
inches per year.

This wasn’t human head hair. It was magic.
Sarah and Tegan had always loved magic—they fucked with crystals on chakra points; 

dressed candles with blood. They kept up a regular Femme Night for drinking purple potions 
of raspberry liqueur and watching movies like The Craft or Ginger Snaps. Sarah would 
transform Tegan with slick eyeliner and midnight blue lipstick. Tegan liked watching Sarah 
concentrate, her pink tongue peeking out between her teeth. This was when Tegan most liked 
their twinship, as dark witches whose bond only strengthened their powers. 

But the moment Tegan said the magic words, Tegan was shut out of it. 
The worst part was Tegan would not have said those words so strongly or so simply if 

Sarah had accepted the first story. Tegan wanted to try testosterone, just try it, Sarah, see how 
it felt. Their bad body issues were getting worse. But Tegan did not want to become a man, they 
reassured Sarah. Tegan detested them, too, remember, that was part of their bond. Then why 
take T at all? Sarah demanded. You must not be trans! Don’t be trans, Tegan. Don’t. You can’t 
be. I know you, and you aren’t.

And so, Tegan had to say those words. I AM TRANS. And they came out loud, and angry, 
and certain. It was magic. Then Tegan was trans. 

Now Femme Night and magic were Sarah’s. No boys allowed.

Patient: My hair has started falling out. What can you give 
me to keep it in?

Doctor: You know what, I’ve got about a million of these 
tote bags. Here. Go on. Take it.

  Ha, ha—

   Haaalp. 

Tegan wanted to cry. What more can I do? they asked Jack futilely, despairing. I told it no. It’s 
not listening. 

At Tegan’s voice, the hair perked up, bristling. 
Maybe that was the spell. Maybe like Sarah, the hair wanted contact. 
Tegan wanted contact too. Had a bank of unsent emails in which they described that 

first shot, the euphoria. The sense of things glimmering around the edges, like the time they 
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took mushrooms together in the desert. That epic feel, the sky big and open, and something 
dislodging, maybe, new possibilities taking root. They’d tried sharing the bad stuff, too: the 
nausea and headaches, the bloating. But Sarah would take that as license and argue against 
Tegan taking it.

Dear Sarah, Tegan typed from the kitchen table. They deleted the “dear.” Sorry for the radio 
silence but I needed space. I think it might be time for you to get the rest of your things. I’ve gathered 
them in some luggage and bags. If you’d like me to be here when you come by, I will be. Otherwise, 
I’ll put them in the front hallway where you can get them whenever you want. 

Tegan pressed send. Immediately Tegan felt better. They had confronted the problem; 
survived. Sarah wasn’t the enemy. Together they could communicate and get beyond all this—
hair. 

It had crept further, from the hallway to the kitchen. A wiry layer stretched toward the 
table. Tegan had been keeping an eye on it in the event that it might attack. In their dreams 
it had done so already: stuffing itself down their throat, wrapping around their limbs, ripping 
into their back, drawing blood. But the hair had not made such overtures. 

Tegan lifted a hand. The strands swayed. They seemed to sense Tegan’s presence, want 
Tegan’s touch. Tegan stepped toward it and knelt, ran fingers tentatively over the mane. It 
nestled against Tegan’s hand, thick and silky, luxuriant. Tegan decided to trust it. It was gentle, 
and affectionate, this hair. It just wanted to play. Tegan imagined making neat rows of springy 
coils from the wall hair, a trick remembered from girlhood: take a chunk, twirl it tight, then 
fold it in half: magic. Tegan imagined braiding the path from the bed, French-braiding the 
floors. 

Maybe, Tegan thought, when Sarah came by and saw all these braids, she would remember 
who Tegan was: not some entitled dude bro, but girlish in their way. Tegan giggled, appreciated 
ornament. Tegan was playful and fun. Tegan had a long history of girlhood that couldn’t be 
erased. This wash of new hormones wouldn’t change that. Would it?

Tegan felt a welt of pressure—the strands were wrapping around their wrist. Tegan jerked 
it back, ripping them from their roots. The hair fell back on the floor, limp and lifeless. Dead.

Ding, went their email. Sarah had responded.
That’s it? Wow. Fine. I didn’t realize I had left anything but thanks, I guess. I’ll be by tomorrow 

at 3. I don’t care if you’re there. It doesn’t have to be a big deal.
P.S. I know you’ll leave it outside because you’re a massive control freak who’s terrified of contact 

but if you maybe just maybe decide to be home, it might be cool to see you.
Tegan was not a massive control freak. They were not terrified of contact. Not-me, not-me, 

they thought. 
If they left the luggage outside, it would confirm Sarah’s prediction. If they did not, it 

would prove Sarah wrong. But that was Sarah’s bait. She had baited them.
Tegan needed to think. Sidestepping the hair trail, they made a hummus and cucumber 

sandwich, pulling slices from a thick loaf of meaty bread. When Tegan bit into it they met 
strands of hair. They lodged in Tegan’s teeth, pulled against their lips, squeaking like a sour 
string instrument. 
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In the far end of the kitchen, Jack jerked across the floor with urgency. He had snacked on 
the hair, now had trouble shitting it out. Long threads extended from his anus. 

I’ll be here, Tegan wrote, then hesitated, imagining Sarah walking in and examining their 
facial structure, cringing at their voice. 

You’ve changed, Sarah would say. No, I haven’t, Tegan would retort. I’m the same, just 
different. Can’t I be both? Let me be both.

Or Tegan would thrust an arm out. Yep! See? Very hairy.
You should know I’ve been taking T for a few months now. I ask that you not comment 

negatively on the changes. 
Tegan was being a control freak. 
They selected all and deleted. OK! they wrote, and left it at that.

The word chaetophobia is derived from Greek  khaite  which 
means ‘loose flowing hair’ and phobos meaning aversion or fear. 
Other names used for the phobia include trichopathophobia 
where  tricho  is Greek for hair and  patho  for disease. Thus, 
trichopathophobia means extreme “fear of hair disease” which 
causes a person to be afraid of going bald or developing scalp or 
hair issues. 

In the case of chaetophobia, the feeling of lack of control 
is intense every time the individual has to face the hair. 
Possible symptoms may include a feeling of panic, feeling of 
terror, feeling of dread, rapid heartbeat, shortness of breath, 
trembling, anxiety, sweating, nausea, dry mouth, inability to 
articulate words or sentences, and/or taking extreme avoidance 
measures. 

A woman is gardening when she digs up a hairy toe. She 
brings it in the house and plops it in her simmering soup: 
this hairy toe will make a delicious addition. She’s right. 
Best meal in a while. When she goes to bed that night, she 
hears the wind moaning and groaning and then she hears 
a hollow voice. Where is my Hair-r-r-y To-o-e? the voice 
demands. She creeps further under the covers, pretending 
not to hear it. 

Tegan woke to a grazing sensation and slowly opened their eyes. A chunk of hair had dropped 
down from the ceiling and swung rhythmically across their cheek. 

Tegan scrambled upright. Overnight the hair had overtaken the living room. Thick waves 
pressed against the walls. It gathered in corners, under the bellies of radiators. The couch looked 
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like a Chia pet. Hair spilled from the bookshelves, unfurled from picture frames. Strands 
swayed in the air and reached out for Tegan. When Tegan shifted, they swiveled like periscopes. 

It could be so easy, Tegan thought. They could let themselves be wrapped up in it, 
cocooned, taken over. In hiding they could change and grow, then burst back to life remade. 

Stretching up from the floor, the strands squirmed around Tegan’s ankles, grazed Tegan’s 
calves. The hair did not want to support Tegan’s growth. It wanted to restrain them. Make 
Tegan stay stuck. 

Tegan lifted a knee and stomped. You’re not going to get me. You’re not going to get me. 
Tegan sounded like that early 2000s song by the Russian girl band t.A.T.u. who presented 
themselves as lesbians and could have been twins but were neither. Key difference: the original 
lyrics were us not me. Tegan had successfully individuated.

Sarah would be by in an hour. In the kitchen Tegan pulled a drawer handle. Bound by the 
hair, it opened only slightly, enough for Tegan to reach in and slide out the bread knife, the 
closest thing to a saw they owned.

They started with the couch. After sawing off as much as they could, Tegan located the 
new razor they’d purchased and used it to shave the rest. 

Thirty minutes. More like forty-five; Sarah was always late. Tegan took stock of the 
apartment. The hair was still growing. Stubble spread along the walls, tracing a path across the 
kitchen floor. 

This wasn’t working. There wasn’t time. 
Think, Tegan, think. 
The source of any hair problem lies at the root. 
Tegan tracked the hair back to the bedroom, hacking away strands as they reached for 

them. On the other side of the bed, in an area unaffected by the hair, was Tegan’s desk chair. 
They collapsed into it, frowning at the hair’s origin point. In the corner of the mattress the 
bed was distended, bloated with some—lump. It looked uncomfortable, sad. It looked sorry.

I’m sorry, okay? I’m sorry. I’m freaking out.
Tegan’s mind flashed to an image of Sarah scrambling across the bed to perch in that 

corner, on top of the pillows, sobbing. Her voice defensive, not apologetic. Sarah was freaking 
out? Tegan was freaking out. Had been freaking out for years.

I don’t want to be straight, Sarah moaned. I don’t want to be in a straight relationship. 
Did Sarah know Tegan at all? They’d always be a big—Tegan wanted to say perv, but 

with Sarah, Tegan had been unadventurous. Still, Tegan was perplexed. I don’t want to be in a 
straight relationship either, they said. They were still trying to twin.

Sarah kept sobbing. She huddled against the wall as if trying to get as far away from Tegan 
as possible. You’ll be ugly, she said with contempt. You’ll get so hairy. You’ll go bald while 
getting so hairy.

Sarah later apologized for her response but it wasn’t enough. They both knew it.
Now Tegan traded in the bread knife for the utility scissors and used them to stab at the 

mattress. Punch, punch, punch. It burst open. Close to the surface was a dark dense ball of—
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something—misshapen by the springs around it. The stench was fetid like wet dog. Dead wet 
dog. Tegan pulled it out by the hair. It was a big bulb, meaty and matted, the size of a human 
head. 

Tegan held the bulb up to their mouth and chomped. Crunchy. Fibrous. I’m accepting 
your apology, Sarah, Tegan said aloud. It felt scratchy going down, like bugs. Fuzzy bugs. I 
forgive you. Tegan coughed, hacked, nearly vomited. Chewed methodically. Forced it down. I 
forgive you. Please leave me alone.

From the woods there comes a stomp-stomp-stomping 
as the wind whistles and jerks at the trees. The hollow 
voice says, Hairy toe! Hairy toe! I want my hairy toe! 
The stomp stomp stomping gets closer. The woman’s 
bedroom door bursts open. Hairy toe! Hairy toe! 
Where’s my hairy toe? The woman sits up. I ate it. 

  Ha—

Sarah’s new haircut was close on the sides and springy on top. A softer version of Tegan’s. It 
looked better on Sarah.

Sarah squinted at Tegan. Look at you, she said, her voice wobbly and unsure. You’re 
different.

No. Tegan glared. I’m not. Tegan couldn’t stop coughing.  
Have you started smoking? Sarah asked scornfully. Wow. You’re a smoker. You’ve really 

changed. 
Tegan breathed in slowly, suppressing a cough.
Sarah eyed Tegan’s abdomen, the bloated belly straining against the gray t-shirt. Are you 

okay? 
Yes. I am okay. Tegan burped, released a rank odor. They were winning: they had become 

the more abject. 
I appreciate your coming over, Tegan said. They robotically pushed each word out, throat 

spasming. Cough. Your items are right here. Tegan gestured behind them.
Yes. I see. Thank you for my items. I appreciate it. Sarah made a dramatic show of stepping 

around Tegan, leaving three feet of space between them. She poked around in the bags Tegan 
had packed, then moved to the kitchen and opened each drawer, taking out various cooking 
utensils. Mine, she said, and tossed them in the bags. Mine. She grabbed the bread knife from 
the counter. Mine.

Then the door slammed, and Sarah was gone.
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  Ha—
   Ha—

Tegan settled on the couch. Taking in the bald ceiling, the bare walls, some kind of mean 
feeling rose in their throat. They tried swallowing it but the swell grew insistent, demanding. 
Tears formed. Tegan was crying. Then Tegan was hacking, their throat opening up and out. 
They couldn’t pull in any breath. Their face got hot, tears spilled out, and they hacked again, 
a big, shaking, full-body hack, and then, there it was, the hairball, a dense mess, soggy and 
stinking. A few spitty strands tugged at their lips. Coughing, Tegan extracted them.


